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                                                        L-900 SPLICING SYSTEM

                                                                                    MULTI-FUNCTION SPLICING SYSTEM
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                                                        N-800A Vacuum Degassing System

                                                                                    Perfecting the Encapsulation and Conformal Coating Processes

                                                        Read More
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                                                        M2-900  Laser Marking System

                                                                                    Generate high-quality 1D and 2D codes, text, logos, optical characters
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        We now have established machine installations with equipment that meet and exceed industry standards and serving the most distinguished customers.
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            Leave A Message
            If you are interested in our products and want to know more details,please leave a message here,we will reply you as soon as we can.
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                        Automatic Splicing Machine
                        

                        Automatic splicing machine is an integral part of the modern MES (Manufacturing
Execution System) in the SMT factory. Integration requires equipment and the MES
to work seamlessly, and also requires the equipment to function with a high degree
of automation. L-900 Automatic splicing machine not only can fulfill the above requirements, but also deliver unsurpassed splicing reliability to drive improved yields and
utilization.
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                        Laser Marking Machine
                        

                        Laser marking machine has identified a
permanent, non-contact processing, wide applicability, sculpture, high precision,
low operation cost, high efficiency, simple operation, high flexibility, stable
performance, environmental protection and other characteristics, especially the
marking out the graphic delicate and beautiful, not to wipe, will not fade by
environmental relations or time for a long time, Especially suitable for fineness,
depth, smoothness of the higher requirements of the field!
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                        Vacuum Degassing Machine
                        

                        Encapsulation and Conformal Coating are processes implemented to enhance the reliability of electronic products,
bubble defects can cause premature failure of the electronic circuits. Multiple factors contribute to the bubble
defects in encapsulation/conformal coating processes, as such, eradicating the bubbles is a painfully challenging
task. With years of expertise in the encapsulation and
conformal coating, Youngpool Technology has designed
and developed a solution to address the bubble defect –
the N-800A series Automatic Vacuum Degassing System.
 The N-800A is an inline degassing system using vacuum
principle that will effectively mitigate the bubble defects,
it enables production of bubble-free electronic products
that meet various industrial reliability standards.
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                        Laser Depaneling Machine
                        

                        Laser Depaneling Machine is used for SMT
industry and semiconductor industry, mainly for THE SMT industry OF FPCB, PCBA,
soft and hard combined PCB board and drilling and semiconductor industry of
FPCB, PCBA, soft and hard combined PCB board and drilling 
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            Solution
            YOUNGPOOL Technology Co.,Ltd is an Original Equipment Manufacturer awarded as one of the top New Technology Enterprise company nationally. With an elite team of research and development, production, sales and services, we focus our best capabilities to the electronic manufacturing industry.
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            Our Cases
            YOUNGPOOL's flagship machines ranging from Intelligent Automatic SMT Splicing Machine, SMT Laser Marking machine, SMT Solder Paste Printing machine and SMT Vacuum Degassing Machine. Adhering to the design principle of "User Friendly, Reliability, Intelligent", the company aims to provide the industry with the best performance equipment, helping customers reduce the cost of equipment ownership with no compromise on yield improvement and production efficiency.
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                            An automotive electronics maker has teamed up with Yongpool Technology to win at least 600 million or ders
                            In today’s society, the car has become a means of transportation for everyone, as essential as mobile phones, but the quality of the car seriously affects the life and safety of users, so any slight defect will attract the attention of manufacturers! Auto industry has been faced with a difficult problem in production, that is after the dispensing, coating process, there is a lot of air bubbles in the glue residue problem, has been troubled auto makers for years, belong to the industry problems, there has been no find good solutions, only by constantly replace glue and reduce the spraying quantity, reduce the speed of the production! Youngpool science and technology statistical research, designed the N-800A vacuum defoaming machine, the use of vacuum principle, the bubble from the glue out. After three months of repeated testing and improvement, the equipment finally reached the production line production needs, and successfully for customers to win at least 600 million orders, customers are very satisfied with our equipment! Efforts to research and development, sincere cooperation, we are the manufacturer has been bought 3 devices used in the production, after we cooperate, manufacturers order continues to increase, the demand of production line, program and two (2) the increase of N - 800 - a vacuum defoaming machine needs, our customer orders increased, also give us an order, is really a win-win cooperation! If you have bubble trouble, welcome to communicate with us to negotiate ~
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                            A large OEM company purchased 5 sets of L-900 feeder from Yangpu Technology
                            Nowadays, workshop plays a very important role in remanufacturing enterprises. Workshop is an important link in determining production efficiency and product quality, and it is often the organization with the largest number of employees in enterprises. With the development of intelligent workshop, the requirement for personnel's ability is getting higher and higher, and the recruitment is getting more and more difficult, and the cost is getting higher and higher. So some jobs that can be replaced by machines are gradually being replaced! Youngpool science and technology L-900 intelligent feeder can achieve 8-24mm variable width material belt feeding, the machine pass rate in more than 98%, caused the attention of a large OEM company, after 2-3 months of negotiations and testing, Yangpu science and technology L-900 feeder can simultaneously meet the paper tape and rubber tape feeding, The field test of overpass yield reached 99.7%. After the production line site feedback, a shift originally received materials up to 88 times, after using Youngpool technology receiving machine, the number of receiving materials reduced to 4 times, reduce operator pressure up to 95%, fully applicable to the customer workshop use! The customer company not only tested the loading of the material, but also evaluated the battery: The battery used by Youngpool technology receiving machine is really safe lithium battery, in line with the NATIONAL standard GB/36972-2018, after CE, UN38.2 certification, life and safety are relatively high, standby time up to 24H, battery life up to 16H, after the actual use of equipment, confirm no power, continuous use, The battery can last more than one shift, with a single battery charging time of 5-6h. After the above evaluation data and on-site use, customers have successively purchased five L-900 sets from our company for production. The cooperation is still going on. We will try our best to serve our customers well. Your convenience is the meaning of our efforts!
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                            A brand of mobile phone manufactures to buy 10 sets of Youngpool Technology Laser Marking Machine
                            Year after year, Our cooperation has never stopped! Thank you for your recognition and support of Youngpool Technology, we will return to you with high quality products and excellent service! Youngpool Technology Laser Marking Machine has been very popular with 3C industry customers, often repeated purchase. The importance of laser marking machine also determine its indispensable status online body, laser marking has identified a permanent, non-contact processing, wide applicability, sculpture, high precision, low operation and other characteristics, especially the marking out the graphic delicate and beautiful , not to wipe, It will not fade away because of environmental relations or time. Thank a  brand of mobile phone manufacturers to purchase 10 sets of Youngpool Technology Laser Marking Machine, cooperation, mutual benefit and win-win!
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                            A leading mobile phone enterprise to buy 8 laser marking machine
                            The development of enterprises is inseparable from the cooperation of all aspects, the persistence of cooperation shows the reliability of products and the stability of performance! Youngpool Technology Laser Marking Machine has been very popular with 3C industry customers, often repeated purchase. The importance of laser marking machine also determine its indispensable status online body, laser marking has identified a permanent, non-contact processing, wide applicability, sculpture, high precision, low operation and other characteristics, especially the marking out the graphic delicate and beautiful , not to wipe, It will not fade away because of environmental relations or time. Thanks to a leading mobile phone enterprise to buy 8 sets of Youngpool Technology Laser Marking Machine! Cooperation, mutual benefit and win-win!
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                            A mobile ODM enterprise ordered Yongpool Technology Laser Marking Machine 3 sets
                            With the development of electronic industry, people’s requirements for mobile phones are getting higher and higher! Mobile phone volume becomes smaller and smaller, thinner and thinner at the same time, the performance of mobile phone requirements are becoming higher and higher! Mobile phone integration demand is increasing, so components want to trace, be sure to mark small and dense ccomponents! Youngpool Technology Laser Marking Machine is very good in the use of here, 0 supplies, small print size, the minimum can hit 0.5mm*0.5mm two-dimensional code size, high definition, permanent retention, not easy to damage, is the best choice for mobile phone electronics industry! A mobile phone ODM enterprise in a detailed understanding of Youngpool Technology Laser Marking Machine, after the on-site DEMO test, finally decided to buy 3 sets for mobile phone production line production, online type code, convenient and fast and improve production efficiency! If you have not used our Laser Marking Machine, then be sure to understand!
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                            The automotive electronics manufacturer in cooperation continues to purchase 2 defoaming machines
                            Vacuum Degassing Machine is Youngpool Technology independent research and development of new products, designed for dispensing or coating process, removing the PCB on the surface of a bubble and developed special equipment, can improve the stability of the products and components to help prevent oxidation, also belong to custom for customers, this N-800A Vacuum Degassing Machine after 3 years of time has become a stable performance. It is a standardized product with satisfactory defoaming effect. In order to solve the problem of residual bubbles on PCB board for automotive electronics enterprises, Youngpool Technology specially announces the information to everyone, so that more friends who need to know the existence of this device, so as to eliminate bubbles for you ! In recent days, an automotive electronics manufacturer, which has been cooperating with the company, has submitted an order to buy two more Vacuum Degassing Machine after purchasing four! One buy back after another deepens our cooperation and enhances the reputation of this automotive electronics manufacturer among customers. The last purchase, has brought at least 600 million orders, then this buyback, will also have a good benefit! If you are also an automotive electronics manufacturer, please contact us to learn about our Vacuum Degassing Machine~~ Maybe you will bring unexpected barvest!
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                            A well-known mobile phone enterprise ordered Youngpool technology laser marking machine 100+
                            Laser marking as a modern precision machining method, compared with the traditional processing method, has incomparable advantages: Laser marking has the characteristics of permanent identification, non-contact processing, wide applicability, high precision engraving, low operating cost, high processing efficiency, simple operation, high flexibility, stable performance, environmental protection, especially the marking out of the picture and text delicate and beautiful, not wipe, not due to environmental relations or time for a long time and fade, Especially suitable for fineness, depth, smoothness of the higher requirements of the field! Therefore, a well-known mobile phone enterprise within a year 4 times successively signed 100+ sets of marking machine for production line production from Yongpool Technology, improve product quality and work efficiency, for the production of mobile phone to upgrade the grade!

                        

                    

                

            

            	
        
	
    


 	
 

    
        
            
                Latest News
                Collect the latest developments in the SMT industry and provide industry-wide insight into the industry's windows!
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                                YOUNGPOOL Technology Qingming Festival Holiday Arrangement Notice
                                                                     Apr 03, 2024
                                                                As the Qingming Festival approaches, first and foremost, all staff at YOUNGPOOL Technology sincerely wish you and your family a safe and enjoyable holiday! To ensure you can fully enjoy the holiday, we would like to inform you in advance of our holiday arrangements for the Qingming Festival period: According to national statutory holiday arrangements and the actual situation of the company, April 4th (Wednesday) to April 6th (Friday) will be the Qingming Festival holiday, totaling 3 days. We understand the importance of your role in daily production and also recognize your needs during this special time. Therefore, during the holiday, we will arrange for dedicated staff to be on duty to provide you with necessary technical support and service guarantee at any time. If you have any emergencies or technical issues during the holiday, please feel free to contact our customer service personnel, and we will be dedicated to serving you. At the same time, we would like to remind you to pay attention to safety and health during the holiday. Be mindful of traffic safety when going out, carry epidemic prevention supplies when traveling, maintain personal hygiene, and ensure the health and safety of yourself and your family. After the holiday, we will spare no effort to provide you with better and more efficient services, ensuring the smooth progress of your production and business. Let us work hand in hand to strive for a better tomorrow! Once again, we wish you and your family a pleasant and healthy Qingming Festival holiday!   About YOUNGPOOL Technology: Shenzhen YOUNGPOOL Technology Co., Ltd is a standard equipment supplier specializing in the electronic manufacturing industry, integrating research and development, production, sales, and services. It is a national high-tech enterprise. The company has four product series: intelligent feeding, laser marking, laser cutting, and vacuum defoaming. Adhering to the design principle of "easy to use, reliable, and intelligent," the company aims to provide the industry with the most outstanding performance equipment, helping customers reduce equipment introduction and usage costs, and effectively improve yield and production efficiency. Meeting customers' continuously increasing efficiency and quality requirements is the purpose of our development, and driving industry progress is the unchanging mission of YOUNGPOOL. Becoming an indispensable force in the electronic manufacturing industry in China is our constant pursuit. Contact Information: 1. Leave a message on our WeChat official account. 2. Phone: 18124172940 3. WeChat ID: YOUNGPOOL_Tech
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                                Youngpool Technology Shanghai Munich Exhibition was a complete success, and we are grateful to have you with us! 
                                                                     Mar 26, 2024
                                                                Thanks to all friends who participated in the Youngpool Technology exhibition! The Shanghai Munich Electronic Equipment Exhibition from March 20th to 22nd was a complete success with your support and attention! This is an important milestone for Youngpool Technology and a wonderful memory created together with you!   During this exhibition, we showcased the latest intelligent feeding machines, efficient production lines, and cutting-edge technological products, receiving attention and praise from many industry peers and visitors. Our team's hard work and sweat have turned into highlights at the booth, and we have felt your support and recognition, making us feel honored and gratified!   At the exhibition site, we had in-depth exchanges with visiting friends, shared technical experiences, discussed future development directions, and initiated cooperation. This face-to-face communication and exchange allowed us to better understand your needs and expectations, laying a more solid foundation for future cooperation.   Thank you to everyone for coming and paying attention, and thank you for your trust and support in Youngpool Technology! The successful completion of the exhibition is inseparable from your participation and support. We will cherish everything you have given us, stay true to our original aspirations, and forge ahead! Below are some precious moments of ours, sharing and commemorating them, leaving behind beautiful memories!     In the future, Youngpool Technology will continue to innovate and bring you more high-quality products and services, working hand in hand with you to create a better future together! Let's work together for technological innovation, industry development, and win-win cooperation!   The exhibition has come to a successful close, but our journey of cooperation has just begun. Looking forward to advancing together with you and writing a more brilliant tomorrow! Once again, thank you for your support and love! Let's share this joy and success together! Grateful to have you, and the exhibition was a complete success!   About Youngpool Technology: Shenzhen Youngpool Technology Co., Ltd. is a standard equipment supplier dedicated to the electronics manufacturing industry, integrating research and development, production, sales, and services, and is a national high-tech enterprise.   The company has four product series including intelligent feeding, laser marking, laser cutting, and vacuum bubble removal. Adhering to the design principles of "easy to use, reliable, and intelligent," the company aims to provide the industry with the most outstanding equipment, help customers reduce equipment import and usage costs, and effectively improve yield and production efficiency.   Meeting customers' continuous efficiency and quality improvement requirements is our development purpose, and driving industry progress is Youngpool's unchanging mission. Becoming an indispensable Chinese ...
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                                Youngpool Technology wishes all women around the world a happy International Women's Day!
                                                                     Mar 08, 2024
                                                                Today is a special day - a day exclusively for women! Have you made any preparations for this special day? Have you enjoyed the beauty of this day? On this day, in order to give back to everyone for their dedication and efforts towards the company, and to ensure that our goddesses feel cared for on this festive occasion, Youngpool Technology has prepared a thoughtful gift for each female employee. Dear friends, let us spend this wonderful day together, enjoy the benefits, feel the care, and create beautiful memories! A heartfelt message to the goddess: Loving oneself is the beginning of eternal romance. May there be light in your eyes, beauty in your heart, and all that you see and desire be filled with love and beauty! May all the goddesses around the world have a beautiful mood and radiant smiles on this special day! Let us celebrate together and feel the joy and warmth of the festival! Youngpool Technology Profil: Youngpool Technology Co., Ltd. is a standard equipment supplier specializing in the electronic manufacturing industry, dedicated to research and development, production, sales, and service in one. It is a national high-tech enterprise. The company has four product series: intelligent feeders, laser marking machines, laser cutting machines, and vacuum deaeration machines. Adhering to the design principles of "easy-to-use, reliable, and intelligent," the company aims to provide the best-performing equipment to the industry, help customers reduce equipment introduction and operating costs, and effectively improve yield and production efficiency. Meeting customer demands for continuous efficiency and quality improvement is the goal of our development, and driving industry progress is Youngpool's unchanging mission. Becoming an indispensable force in the electronic manufacturing industry in China is our constant pursuit. Contact information: 1. Leave a message on the WeChat official account 2. Phone: 18124172940 3. WeChat ID: YOUNGPOOL_Tech
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                                A Successful Start to 2024: Youngpool Technology’s Participation at NEPCON Exhibition in Japan
                                                                     Jan 27, 2024
                                                                       We are delighted to share the exciting news that Youngpool Technology had a remarkable start to the year by attending the NEPCON Exhibition in Japan from January 24th to 26th. Our team showcased our advanced intelligent soldering equipment, which garnered significant attention and interest from both customers and agents in attendance.        The exhibition served as an excellent platform to showcase our latest technologies and establish new partnerships. Visitors were keen to explore the cutting-edge solutions we offered and engage in fruitful discussions for potential collaborations. We extend our heartfelt gratitude to the organizers for providing such an interactive and productive environment.        Our successful journey in Japan would not have been possible without the tremendous support from our valued partners. We sincerely appreciate their commitment and dedication to promoting our innovative products and solutions. This collaboration has laid a strong foundation for the year ahead.        As we embark on the journey of 2024, Youngpool Technology is fueled with enthusiasm and determination. We are ready to overcome challenges and strive for excellence. Together, let us make 2024 a year filled with achievements and breakthroughs.
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                                2024 Youngpool Technology New Year Holiday
                                                                     Jan 27, 2024
                                                                      Dear partners and colleagues,       As the New Year approaches, we would like to express our gratitude for your cooperation and support throughout the year. In order to provide everyone with a longer holiday period, Youngpool Technology has decided to arrange Chinese New Year holiday. The details are as follows:       Youngpool Technology, a company dedicated to innovation and excellence, specializes in producing intelligent Splicing Machine, Laser Marking Machines, Vacuum Degassing Machines, Laser Depaneling Machines, and PCB cleaning machines, aiming to simplify the electronic manufacturing process in the SMT industry. Over the past year, we have achieved great success, which would not have been possible without the efforts and dedication of every employee, as well as the cooperation and support from all our partners.       In the coming year, we will continue to strive for innovation and pursue excellence. We believe that only through unity and hard work can we achieve greater breakthroughs and development. We hope that everyone can take this holiday to rest, relax, and enjoy the precious time with their families.       At the same time, during this special holiday, we would like to remind everyone to prioritize safety. Whether you are traveling, gathering with family, or engaging in other activities, please ensure your personal safety and comply with relevant laws and regulations.       As we embark on the new year, let us join forces and work together to achieve the company's vision and mission. Let us strive to create more brilliant achievements and make a greater contribution to the development of the SMT industry! Wishing you a happy New Year, a happy family, and good health!
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                                Discover the Latest Trends and Technologies in SMT: Youngpool Technology Invites You to NEPCON Exhibition in Japan.
                                                                     Jan 17, 2024
                                                                In this era of opportunities and changes, Youngpool Technology is honored to invite you to join us at the upcoming NEPCON exhibition in Japan from January 24-26. As professionals in the SMT industry, we deeply understand the fierce competition and the importance of pursuing innovation. Therefore, we eagerly look forward to exploring the latest technologies and trends with you, and collectively promoting the development and excellence of the SMT industry. The NEPCON exhibition will take place in Japan, providing an unparalleled platform for SMT professionals worldwide to network and learn. At this exhibition, Youngpool Technology will showcase our latest research achievements and advanced technologies, including the L-4 intelligent Splicing Machine, L-900 multi-functional Splicing Machine, M2-900 Laser marking machine, N-800A Vacuum Degassing System and a mysterious device, which we are excited to share with you. We believe that by participating in the NEPCON exhibition, we can gain cutting-edge knowledge and establish valuable connections and partnerships with industry peers.   You can expect to discover the latest SMT equipment, innovative process solutions, and advanced automation technologies at this exhibition. The event will also provide opportunities to participate in professional forums and seminars, engage in face-to-face discussions with experts, and expand your professional network. It will be an unmissable gathering showcasing the latest trends and cutting-edge technologies in the SMT industry, bringing immense potential and opportunities to your business.   Let us join hands and participate in the NEPCON exhibition, working together to drive innovation and development in the SMT industry. Youngpool Technology is excited to meet you at the exhibition and share our best practices and outstanding products. Let us explore new opportunities together and create a simpler and more efficient SMT industry! We look forward to witnessing the future of the SMT industry together at the grand NEPCON exhibition.
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                                Youngpool Technology Achieved Great Success at Munich Exhibition in Germany
                                                                     Nov 21, 2023
                                                                Youngpool Technology participated in the exhibition held in Munich, Germany from November 14th to 17th, attracting numerous companies and professional visitors from around the world. We are proud to announce that Youngpool Technology has achieved remarkable success at this exhibition. Youngpool Technology's general manager, Shirley Zeng, personally led the overseas team to participate in the exhibition. We showcased our latest developed advanced technological equipment, such as intelligent splicing machines and laser marking machines. Additionally, we collaborated with several distributors to promote Youngpool Technology's products. At the exhibition site, we not only attracted the attention of many potential customers but also garnered interest from industry professionals who stopped by to watch our demonstrations. Through the exhibition, we established meaningful cooperative relationships. After the exhibition, Youngpool Technology will continue to maintain close contact with our clients as always. If you have any questions or needs regarding our products or services, please feel free to contact us. Youngpool Technology will wholeheartedly cooperate and provide customers with the best solutions. The success of the exhibition participation was made possible by the hard work and professionalism of our team. Youngpool Technology will continue to uphold the principles of innovation, quality, and customer satisfaction, continuously striving to enhance our technical strength and product competitiveness. Thank you once again for your support and attention. We look forward to more opportunities for collaboration with you in the near future!
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                                 Successful Conclusion of Youngpool Technology's Participation in SMTA Guadalajara Expo & Tech Forum in Mexico! Thank you for your Support and Interest!
                                                                     Oct 31, 2023
                                                                October 25-26, 2023 Youngpool Technology has achieved great success at the SMTA Guadalajara Expo & Tech Forum in Mexico! We showcased our L-900 component feeder and received enthusiastic attention and high praise from the attendees. This exhibition was not only an opportunity to showcase our products but also a starting point for establishing connections and collaborations with Mexican manufacturers. We are honored to have had the chance to engage in face-to-face communication with industry professionals, understand their needs, and showcase our technology and solutions. We sincerely thank all customers and partners who visited our booth for their support and interest. It is your attention and backing that have contributed to our remarkable achievements. Although the exhibition has come to an end, our collaboration with Mexican manufacturers is just beginning. We cordially invite all friends who are interested in our products and technology to get in touch with us. We look forward to working together, providing comprehensive solutions, and helping you elevate your business to new heights. Once again, we express our gratitude for your support and recognition of  Youngpool Technology and our L-900 component feeder! We will continue to strive to deliver high-quality products and services, creating greater value for you. We eagerly anticipate meeting with you all again in the near future!
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                                Youngpool Technology Shines at NEPCON ASIA, Awarded Excellence and Shares Industrial 4.0 Smart Upgrade Solutions
                                                                     Oct 17, 2023
                                                                In the exciting days of October 11-13, 2023, Youngpool Technology participated in the grand event of NEPCON ASIA held at Shenzhen International Convention and Exhibition Center (Baoan New Hall). Today, we are thrilled to share with you the remarkable achievements and outcomes of our participation in the exhibition. First and foremost, we are delighted to announce that Youngpool Technology was honored with the Excellence Award presented by the Yashi International Event Management Group. This award is a profound recognition of our team's relentless efforts and unwavering dedication to technological innovation in the field of electronic manufacturing. Furthermore, our Marketing Manager, Caila Xia, took part in the SMTA South China High-Tech Equipment Seminar held on the morning of the second day of the exhibition, October 12th. She shared her expertise in our "Accelerating Industrial 4.0 Development and Smart Upgrade Solutions" technical presentation. Caila eloquently introduced Youngpool Technology's latest achievements and innovative applications in intelligent manufacturing and the realm of Industry 4.0, sparking intense interest and fruitful discussions among industry experts and attendees. Youngpool Technology has always been committed to driving the intelligent upgrade and technological innovation in the electronic manufacturing industry. This exhibition served as a valuable platform for us to showcase a series of exciting solutions. Our intelligent feeding technology, laser marking technology, and vacuum bubble removal technology garnered widespread attention and recognition. As a leading enterprise in the industry, Youngpool Technology will continue to strive in providing excellent products and services, offering customers highly efficient and top-quality solutions. Lastly, we would like to express our heartfelt gratitude to all friends and attendees who supported and showed interest in Youngpool Technology at NEPCON ASIA. We are not just exhibitors; we aim to explore the smart future of Industrial 4.0 together with you. If you are intrigued by our technologies or products, or if you have any cooperation intentions, please do not hesitate to contact us. We are committed to providing comprehensive support and solutions.
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                                Welcome Computime’s Customers to Visit Youngpool Technology Factory
                                                                                                         Jun 29, 2023
                                                                We are delighted to have the company’s high-level executives from Computime travel all the way to China on June 29, 2023, for a visit and guidance at our facility. The visit was led by Shirley Zeng, accompanied by Petter Wang, and Kelly Shi as hosts. Firstly, Shirley provided an introduction to our company’s background and an overview, followed by a fruitful Q&A session and pleasant interactions. Secondly, during the visit, the customers had the firsthand experience of our renowned L-4 Splicing Machine and the newly launched ultrasonic PCB cleaning machine, witnessing the charm of innovative technologies. As the host, we are extremely honored by your visit and hope that this tour will bring you fresh inspiration and benefits. Now let’s review the highlights of this visit: First and foremost, let’s recall the impressive demonstration of the L-4 Splicing Machine. As an outstanding representative of Youngpool Technology Factory, the L-4 Splicing Machine has received unanimous recognition from our customers for its exceptional advanced technology and innovative thinking. During the visit, you witnessed the high-efficiency operation and precise movements of the L-4 Splicing Machine. This device integrates advanced artificial intelligence algorithms and precise mechanical control systems, enabling full automation of material feeding and LCR measurement. In terms of accuracy, efficiency, and work quality, the L-4 Splicing Machine demonstrates remarkable advantages. The unexpected discovery during the visit was the ultrasonic PCB cleaning machine. This newly launched product utilizes ultrasonic technology for online, contactless, and consumable-free dust removal. It represents Youngpool Technology’s unique cleaning solution for PCBs. Youngpool Technology Factory is dedicated to driving innovation and development in the SMT industry, continuously investing in technological research and development. We welcome everyone to visit and provide guidance. Once again, we extend our gratitude to the high-level executives from Computime for their visit, allowing us to strengthen our cooperation.   Introduction to Youngpool Technology: YOUNGPOOL Technology Co.,Ltd is an Original Equipment Manufacturer awarded as one of the top New Technology Enterprise company nationally. With an elite team of research and development, production, sales and services, we focus our best capabilities to the electronic manufacturing industry. Our flagship machines ranging from Intelligent Automatic Splicing Machine, Laser Marking machine, Laser Depaneling Machine and Vacuum Degassing Machine. Adhering to the design principle of "User Friendly, Reliability, Intelligent", the company aims to provide the industry with the best performance equipment, helping customers reduce the cost of equipment ownership with no compromise on yield improvement and production efficiency. To meet customers' continuous requirement on efficiency and quality improvem...
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                    YOUNGPOOL Technology Co.,Ltd.

                    	Tel : +6597853031
	Email : Xavier@youngpool.com
	Mobile / Whatsapp :                                
                            +65 97853031
	Add : 3F,Building 17, Cuigang District 3, Fuyong Huaide, Baoan District.Shenzhen
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                        If you are interested in our products and want to know more details,please leave a message here,we will reply you as soon as we can.
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